Treatment of Type II Endoleaks with a Novel Agent: Precipitating Hydrophobic Injectable Liquid (PHIL).
Endovascular aortic aneurysm repair has become the principle technique used to treat abdominal aortic aneurysms. However, its long-term success is limited by complications, including type II endoleaks from lumbar arteries and the inferior mesenteric artery. Treatment of these endoleaks can be difficult. The most commonly performed procedure is embolisation via mesenteric or iliolumbar vessels. Embolic agents currently used include coils, glue and Onyx, all of which have their limitations. Our aim was to assess a novel embolic agent precipitating hydrophobic injectable liquid (PHIL) this is currently used in the treatment by neuro-interventionists in the treatment of cerebral arterio-venous malformations. Here we describe three patients successfully treated with PHIL. All three patients had type II endoleaks which were successfully embolised. PHIL displayed favourable embolic characteristics with good distal penetration, rapid injection speed and a lack of glare artefact on follow-up CT. PHIL is a promising novel embolic agent in the treatment of type II endoleaks, our initial experience has been positive but larger series will be required to evaluate this further.